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samkhyeya is a Sanskrit word that appears often in the
Buddhist texts. For example, Shakyamuni Buddha
is said to have practiced for three great asamkhyeya kalpas
before becoming a Buddha. Asamkhyeya means ‘incalculable’;
however, is it really too large to calculate? Ding Fubao (ԭ
壂অ), Foguang (۵٠), and Soothill/Hodous’ [1] Buddhist
Dictionaries all state that one asamkhyeya is equal to 10 to the
power of 47 (1047), while Buddhism A to Z [2], among others,
states 10 to the power of 59 (1059). The Flower Ornament
Scripture [3] (Avatamsaka Sutra) translated from Chinese into
English by Thomas Cleary states an incalculable (asamkhyeya)
is equal to 10 to the power of 2.03 x 1032 (10202,986,585,220,637,305,510
,651,276,820,480). Which one is correct then?
Vasubandhu’s Abhidharmakosha [4],[5]* talks about 60
numbers from 1 up, with 10-fold consecutive increases;
however, eight numbers are missing from the list. The Chinese
version translated by the Venerable Xuan Zang makes it very
clear that asamkhyeya is the largest one in the list of 52 numbers
[6], one asamkhyeya is thus equal to 1051. Mahavyutpatti [v]
further lists these eight missing numbers (also see նԼԲᑇin
Foguang Dictionary). However, one asamkhyeya may be equal
to 1059, if all eight missing numbers are smaller than it [5],[8].
Or one asamkhyeya may be somewhere between 1051 and 1059,
depending on where the eight missing numbers are located.
On the other hand, Roll 10 of the Gandavyuha [9]
translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by Prajna (768 C.E.)
lists 144 numbers and asamkhyeya is the 125th one. It states:
“100,000 makes one laksha, 100 lakshas makes one koti.
A koti of kotis makes one ayuta. An ayuta of ayutas makes
one nayuta…” Hence 1 laksha equals to105, 1 koti equals
to107, 1 ayuta equals to1014, 1 nayuta equals to 1028…, and1
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asamkhyeya equals to 10 to the power of 7.44 x 1037 (1074,436,800,0
00,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000)Ϟ, far greater than Kosha’s numbers.
Chapter 30 (Roll 45) of the Avatamsaka Sutra[10] with 80
rolls translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by Shikshananda
(652-710 C.E.) lists 124 numbers+ and asamkhyeya is the 105th
one. It starts the same as Gandhavyuha: “100 lakshas makes
one koti. A koti of kotis makes one ayuta. An ayuta of
ayutas makes one nayuta…” except it does not specify how
large a laksha is. If we also take 1 laksha as 100,000 (Foguang
Buddhist Dictionary, Kosha[5]*, [6]), then 1 koti equals to107,
1 ayuta equals to1014…, and 1 asamkhyeya equals to 10 to the
power of 7.10 x 1031 (1070,988,433,612,780,800,000,000,000,000,000). Cleary
translated this Sutra into English; however, he took 1 laksha as
1010, and 1 laksha of lakshas as 1 koti or 1020. Hence, Cleary
came up with 10 to the power of 2.03 x1032 (10202,986,585,220,637,305
,510,651,276,820,480) for an incalculable (asamkhyeya), greater than the
present calculation.
Chapter 25 (Roll 29) of the Avatamsaka Sutra[11]
with 60 rolls, the earliest Chinese translation, translated
by Buddhabhadra (359-429 C.E.) lists 122 numbers and
asamkhyeya is the 104th one. The list is very similar to that
translated by Shikshananda except it is short of the 101st and the
greatest (124th ) terms. It also takes 1 laksha as 105; however, 1
laksha of lakshas is 1 koti or 1010. Hence 1 asamkhyeya equals
to 10 to the power of 5.07 x 1031 (1050,706,024,009,129,200,000,000,000,000,000),
smaller than the above calculations.
Table 1 summarizes the above discussion plus a couple of
extra commonly seen numbers.
In conclusion, one asamkhyeya may be as small as 1051
or as large as 1074,436,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, or somewhere
in between, depending on the text source. The upper bound
is based on Gandavyuha whose sequence of numbers is most
extensive among all sources.

Notesု;
On p. 480 of Pruden’s translation, the sixteenth place should read the sixtieth place instead. Also on the same page,
laksha (1000,000) should read 100,000 instead.
Ϟ!This number is indeed too large to be calculated with a personal computer as rightly pointed out by Mochizuki (IABS
2008); however, its power can still be accurately computed.
+ An abbreviated list of these numbers also appears in Roll 65 (Chap 39) of this Sutra. ءᆖร65࠴ٍለ១ฃऱ٨נ
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Table 1. Comparisons of Some Numbers from Kosha and Various Avatamsaka Sutras (numbers listed are powers of 10)
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Ր!Laksha
ଟિ!Koti
߷ הطNayuta
ॳቖચ!Asamkhyeya
լױᎅ!Ineffable
լױᎅլױᎅ!!!!!!
Ineffable Ineffable

࣋ۼኡ
Kosha

ΰȇයᚐ
Gandavyuha

̰ȇයᚐ
60 Rolls Avat.

ˢȇයᣤ
80 Rolls Avat.

5
7
11^^
51-59
---

5
7
28
7.44 x 1037
4.88 x 1042
1.95 x 1043

5^
10
40
5.07 x 1031
3.32 x 1036
1.33 x 1037 **

5*
7
28
7.10 x 1031
4.65 x 1036
1.86 x 1037

^ Called ۍՏ<!ጠόۍՏύ
* Assumed value; ࡳଖ
^^Called ߷ൌ!<ڍጠό߷ൌڍύ
** Called լױᎅ᠏᠏<!ጠόլױᎅ᠏᠏ύ
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